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What is CSS in Pakistan?
A. Central Styles Sheets

B. Central Superior Services
C. Cascading Style Sheets

D. Cyber Super System

Explanation:
Although in general term, the full form of CSS is the Cascading Style Sheets.   So,
CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheets. However, In Pakistan, the word CSS
stands for Central Superior Services.

What is CSS in Pakistan?

CSS which also known as Bureaucracy is a permanent elite bureaucratic
authority and the civil service that is responsible for running the civilian
bureaucratic operations and government secretariats and directorates of the
Cabinet of Pakistan. According to the govt of Pakistan, CSS stands for
CENTRAL SUPERIOR SERVICES. They conduct CSS Exam or the Competitive
Exam to fill up Grade-17 posts in 12 different service groups every year. Every
aspirant is provided three chance to avail this opportunity to serve the elite
position in the administration of Pakistan. Before age limit was up to 28 years but
now and onwards 2016 it is 30 for general people and 32 for some backward
areas people and Govt jobholders. The Syllabus and actual rules & regulations
governing this examination can be had from the official website of Federal
Public Service Commission of Pakistan i.e. www.fpsc.gov.pk.

How to Pass the CSS Exam in your very first attempt?

Passing CSS exam in Pakistan is a dream of each and every citizen. However,
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only a few people pass it every year. The Exam is too tough that every year only
2-5% merely pass this exam, clear their interview and psychological assessment
and get an allocation at last after 2 years consecutive struggle and waiting. You
can read a detailed analysis of CSS Exam of Pakistan from www.seekergk.com.
Here, What is CSS Exam? How to handle its pressure and pass it.

The word “SMS” is abbreviated as?
Pakistan Air Force Day is celebrated on ___________ ?
Quaid-e-Azam day is observed on?
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